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Fine art is that in which the hand, the head and the heart go together. 

          John Ruskin 

 

And that goes for fine writing too. During this workshop session, students will be encouraged and 

enabled to use all three: hand, heart and head. They will look, talk and write about Japanese images 

and artefacts of great beauty and cultural significance. They will gain an insight into the important 

part they played in strengthening the links between Britain and Japan and their ruling families.  
 

The exhibition shows superb examples of Japanese craftsmanship including porcelain, lacquer, 

metalwork, armour, prints and paintings, textiles and enamels. These came into the Royal 

Collection during 350 years from the 17th until the middle of the 20th century.  
 

From 1635, Japan was under the rule of the shōguns, military rulers, who decreed that no 

Europeans were allowed into the country. The exceptions were the merchants of the Dutch East 

India Company (VOC) who were permitted to trade from one particular place, the Dejima factory 

set on an artificial island off Nagasaki. The traders brought out Japanese art and artefacts that were 

highly prized in Europe as ‘exotic’ treasures. Many of these were acquired for the Royal 

Collection. Japan opened its doors to the West in 1853 and returned to Imperial rule, ushering in 

a period of dramatic modernisation largely influenced by western ways of thought. From 1860 

onwards, members of the British royal family made official diplomatic visits, making a lasting link 

with the Japanese Imperial court.  They were presented with diplomatic gifts of great beauty and 

splendour, but many pieces were also bought by family members who went to Japan and were 

enchanted by what they saw. From then on, Japanese art, crafts and design have had a great 

influence on European culture and industry. In return, Japanese princes and princesses were 

welcomed in Britain and elsewhere, attending important ceremonies and absorbing European ideas 

and fashions and taking them back to Japan. 



 

 

At the end of their visit to the gallery, students will take away a ‘writer’s notebook’ provided for 

them by the gallery. In it will be brief ideas and reminders of the two hours spent there. These 

ideas and the follow-up suggestions at the end of these notes can be developed into longer, 

finished pieces of writing or other creative projects.  

 

For your visit to the Queen’s Gallery, a selection of the following images and artefacts in the 

Exhibition will be used: 

 

Discover images from our exhibition online 

All of the images featured in your taught session can be sourced as digital versions for use on 

classroom whiteboards via www.rct.uk . Use the RCIN number (example highlighted in yellow 

below) typed in to the ‘Search the Collection’ feature on our Explore the Collection page 

(www.rct.uk/collection/search)   to simply locate the chosen image. Images can be downloaded as 

files to print. 

 

 

Iida & Co., Kyoto 

Embroidered folding Screen  

c.1880-1900, Wood, lacquer, silk & silk thread, 

leather, gilt brass, 
watercolour, paper, mother-of-pearl, copper alloy 

RCIN 42037  

 

Each of the four panels of the screen is fitted with 

richly embroidered, cream silk. The first panel 

shows a pair of cranes standing on a rocky hillside, 

with an ornamental pheasant and a partridge 

beneath tree peony and cherry-blossom branches. The second panel depicts a pair of geese and 

white egrets in the shelter of a rich red tree peony. A kingfisher and parakeets perch on branches, 

and swallows fly over peony blooms and chrysanthemums. The third shows pheasants by a gnarled 

tree stump, with goldfinch among the tree peony blossoms overhead. The last panel shows a pair 

of peacocks. The male partly displays his tail, fixing a pair of startled magpies with a fierce eye.  

 

Together, the four panels represent the seasons, the symbols spread between them. Winter is 

signified by geese and crane. Peacocks and cherry blossom indicate spring, and the tree peony and 

kingfisher, summer. Chrysanthemums are an autumn flower. In Japanese art, peacocks are often 

http://www.rct.uk/
http://www.rct.uk/collection/search


 

 

shown with peonies, associating them with royalty and symbolising beauty and immortality, but in 

the Meiji (restoration) period, textiles like this screen were often paired with cherry-blossoms 

instead, symbolising renewal. 
 

The screen was presented to King Edward VII by Prince Komatsu Akihito, who attended the king’s 

Coronation on 9 August, 1902.  Each panel combines a variety of Japanese embroidery stitches, 

common to European embroidery as well – but techniques of sewing are very different. Long and 

short stitch blend to make shades of flowers and feathers. Lines of staggered diagonals form the 

leaves, and round knots the ends of flower stamens. The reverse of each panel is lined with paper 

and painted in watercolour with a continuous image of the Shiraito Falls with Mount Fuji behind. 
 

The late Iwao Saito, master embroidery designer used to say that the skilled hands of the 

embroiderer, which have a deep relationship with the heart, produce gorgeous works of 

embroidery. The finished piece not only reflects the state of the inner heart, but also reveals the 

embroiderer’s lifestyle in the way he or she selects colours and uses the various techniques. There 

is no way that a vague and superficial life will create work that will touch people’s hearts. 

 

Elizabeth Keith (1881-1956) 

Shigeyama, Kyōgen Actor in ‘San-Ba-So-’, 

1936, Colour woodcut 
RCIN 504348  

 

Elizabeth Keith was a self-taught artist from Aberdeenshire, 

Scotland. She first travelled to Japan to visit family in 1915. She 

stayed for nine years and during this time, visited China, Korea 

and the Philippines. In 1917, the publication of a number of 

caricature sketches brought her to the attention of the shin-

hanga publisher, Watanabe Shōzaburō, who wanted to turn 

the drawings and watercolours from her travels into colour 

woodblock prints reminiscent of the ukiyo-e era. Keith spent 

two years learning the Japanese arts of carving and printing 

woodblock prints, but also made use of the skilled craftsmen 

working for Shōzaburō.  
 

This print of the actor Shigeyama was made during Keith’s last visit to Japan in 1935 -6, when she 

planned to create a series of prints of Nō theatre, but only three were ever made. Shigeyama was 

a performer of kyōgen, comic interludes designed to lighten the atmosphere within and between 

the highly dramatic Nō plays. In the picture, he dances the Sanbasō, a lively sequence associated 

with Okina, the play that always opens a Nō programme and is also often performed at New Year 

or on other important dates. The image looks back to the long traditions of prints of ukiyo-e 

actors in which one performer is seen in the centre of the sheet, holding a pose in costume, as if 

he were captured during a performance.  
 

Queen Elizabeth (later the Queen Mother) saw an exhibition of Keith’s work at the Beaux-Arts 

Gallery between October and November 1937, when she bought seven of her prints, including 

this one. The outbreak of war between Britain and Japan in 1941 brought an end to Keith’s output 

of such works. 

https://www.rct.uk/collection/themes/exhibitions/japan-courts-and-culture/the-queens-gallery-buckingham-palace/shigeyama-kyogen-actor-in-san-ba-so-kyoto
https://www.rct.uk/collection/themes/exhibitions/japan-courts-and-culture/the-queens-gallery-buckingham-palace/shigeyama-kyogen-actor-in-san-ba-so-kyoto


 

 

Arita, Hizen Province (Japan) 

Pastille burner in the form of a tortoise, 

(Mounts 1700-50) 
1680-1700, Porcelain decorated with brown and 

blue glazes, mounted in gilt bronze 

RCIN 4961 

 

The tortoise (kame) is a symbol of longevity in 

China and Japan.  One mythical tortoise (Minogame) 

is said to have lived for 10,000 years – so long that 

a trail of algae grew along its back. In Europe, this weed was often misinterpreted as fire, giving 

rise to the name ‘flaming tortoise’, but there are no strands of algae on this kame.  

 

Although many models of this kind were imported to Britain via the Dutch East India Company 

(VSO), this one is a rare example of the form. One of a pair, it was designed to release incense 

through its open mouth, but the hollow tree-stump on which it stands was added later, blocking 
up the cavities in its body. Now, the fragrance comes through the gilt-edged holes in the stumps 

themselves. 

 

The long, curved tail of the tortoise serves as a handle. The creature turns its head to look at its 

young perched on its back – the open mouth that once emitted incense now appears to call to it. 

The creature is covered in glaze, the shell moulded with a hexagon pattern. The shell is glazed in 

brown with a white border. On its pair, the colours are reversed. The tree stump is dark brown, 

with blue mushrooms growing on it. Floral sprays made of gilt-bronze wire wreathe around the 

tortoise, and it stands on a gilt-bronze base decorated with shells, fish, lizards and snakes.  

 

 

Arita, Hizen Province (Japan) 

Pastille burner in the form of a hare,   

1680-1720, Porcelain painted in underglaze 

blue, overglaze enamel colours and gold  
RCIN 100967 

 

One of a pair, the hare crouches on a small 

rocky hillock, draped in colourful, diaper-

patterned patchwork. Its ears lay along its 
rounded back, and a smudge of grey around 

its mouths suggests whiskers. The hare may 

be at rest or feeding, but its huddled pose and 

alert eyes perhaps make it seem aware of danger. Holes are pierced in the sides of the base to 

allow perfumed incense to seep through from a burner inside it. The craftsman’s finger-marks are 

visible on the undersides of his model.  

 

Hares (usagi) are often associated with the Year of the Rabbit, the fourth year in the junishi zodiac 

calendar. They are often featured in netsuke and porcelain, paintings, prints and textiles. The 

mythology surrounding the hare originated in China, where the animal was associated with the 

moon and was part of the preparation of the elixir of immortality. The theme of longevity is 

reinforced by the fungi (reishi) growing on the rocky bases supporting the hares. These fungi are 

said to grow in profusion on Mount Hōrai, the mystical land of the immortals.  



 

 

Cabinet  
1640-80, Wood, black and gold lacquer, gilt bronze 
RCIN 35273  
 

Japanese lacquer cabinets of this type were made 

for export. Like this one, they were prized for their 

landscape decoration, with mountains and temples 

overlooking water. The form is adapted from 

earlier export cabinets with doors that open to 

reveal many drawers of various sizes, richly 

ornamented with marquetry in different kinds of 

wood. These cabinets were probably inspired by 

Portuguese and Spanish cabinets, but European 

collectors may not have been familiar with some of 

the Japanese decorative elements representing specific seasons. In this cabinet, the animals and 

plants on the doors and drawers evoke autumn. 
 

The geese (kari) portrayed on the outer doors are about to land after their migration southwards, 

an event much anticipated and celebrated in Japan. It signalled the start of the harvest season in 

the eighth lunar month, which was traditionally known as kanraigetsu, (‘the month of the geese’s 

return). The ten drawers and the sides of the cabinet are inlaid with representations of ‘the seven 

grasses of autumn’ (aki no nanakusa) and other autumn-blooming flowers such as the gentian. 
 

 

Kkakyōsai Shōzan 

Cup for saké (sakazuki)  
before 1865, Wood, red, gold and silver lacquero 

RCIN 26154 
 

The elderly couple on this red lacquer cup are Jō and 

Uba and they represent longevity and marital harmony. 

After a long and happy marriage, they came to live 

separately in two ancient pine trees – one at Takasago in 

Hyōgo and one at Sumiyoshi in Osaka. According to 

legend, the pair are reunited on moonlit nights at 

Takasago beach and greet each other with great joy. The 

meeting was a popular subject among print artists, 

including Katsushika Hokusai. In this image, the couple 

appear in takamakie (lacquer in high relief) and are surrounded by symbols of longevity such as 

cranes and seaweed-covered tortoises. The figures hold a broom and a rake for sweeping the 

needles of the pine tree, which remains evergreen even in the coldest of winters.  
 

Envoys of the feudal lord of Satsuma brought this dish to Britain in 1865 as a sign of peace. For 

two years there had been conflict after the Japanese had failed to pay reparations for the murder 

of an Englishman, Charles Richardson. When peace was made between people who had fought, it 

was Japanese custom for the vanquished to offer a bowl to his adversary. The cup is an oversized 

sakazuki (cup for sake). It was probably presented by Matsuki Kōan, who had been taken captive 

by the British during the 1863 conflict. Although they were officially barred from leaving Japan, 

Matsuki subsequently led a group of 15 Satsuma students to Britain to learn from their recent 

enemies.   

 



 

 

Armour (dōmaru)  
1600-1750, Steel, iron, gilt bronze, gilt copper alloy, silk, horn, 

stencilled doe-skin, leather  

RCIN 64124 

 

‘Body-wrapped’ (dōmaru) armour was introduced in Japan 

between 1185-1333. Thanks to its relative light weight, the style 

soon became popular with higher-ranking samurai. By the 15th 

century, warfare in Japan had changed, with battles fought mainly 

on foot, rather than horseback, so lighter and more flexible 

armour was needed. Large shoulder protectors (sode) and wide 

neck-protectors on helmets (shikoro) were discarded and replaced 

as on this one, by small shaped shoulder-guards (tōsei sode). 

Gradually, the large curved wing-like features at the sides of the 

helmet (known as fukikaeshi or ‘turn-backs) were reduced and 

retained mainly to bear the family crest, as here. At the same period, a further lower limb 

protector was introduced, a split apron (haidate) that was worn under the hanging tassets 

(kusazuri). This complete and matching light armour was the tōsei gusoku – ‘armour of the times’, 

or ‘the latest fashion’.  
 

This elegant, simple and functional example has a peach shaped helmet (momonari) with a tightly 

fitting neck protector called a Hineno shikoro. This style was said to have been created by an 

armourer with the title Hineno Oribe-no-Kami – (Hineno-maker with no hair) so he was presumably 

bald. The style was very popular in the second half of the 16th century. Although many of these 

helmets have a bowl of lacquered leather, this one is entirely made of iron, needing great skill to 

mould it. The back of the armour carries a metal fitting to carry a banner called a sashimono. This 

held the family crest (mon) to identify friend from foe in battle. The mon of orange-blossom and 

crossed fans that decorate this fine armour have yet to be identified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITES: 

 

1 Choose your favourite piece of writing from the visit to the gallery and bring it to a 

finished state for publication, complete with images or decoration if you like. 

2 Many Japanese symbols of the seasons are taken from nature – cherry-blossom and 

chrysanthemum represent spring and autumn, cranes and kingfisher represent winter and 

summer. What birds or plants do you think represent the seasons in this country, or 

perhaps in the country where you were born? Write a poem about one of them using the 

symbols as allegories or metaphors. 

3 Design screen panels celebrating the seasons in this country, or the country where you 

were born. Perhaps divide the class into four large groups, or several groups of four, allot a 

season to each group and put the designs together like a screen when they’re done. And 

why not find out more about embroidery stitches and try a few yourself?  

4 ‘After a serious quarrel or fight, the winner gives a gift to the loser to make amends for any 

harm done to them.’ Is this a good thing to do, or isn’t a gift the best way of coming 
together and being at peace? Set up a debate with a main speaker and a second for each 

side of the argument. Take a vote at the beginning and another at the end – how many 

people have changed their minds about the question?  

5 Write a song for Jō and Uba to sing together on the beach at Takasago celebrating their 

long happy life together and their many memories. Or perhaps it’s a lament at being parted 

now they are spirits living in the trees and only meet by moonlight. 

6 Design or make a clay model of an animal you think would make a good incense burner. It 

would have to have a round tummy to contain the incense and holes to let out the smoke. 

Make sure it has character, activity and emotion, like the Japanese incense burners do. 

7 Choose some Japanese words from the vocabulary in your teacher’s notes. Look on line to 

find out how to pronounce them and try saying them – have you got it right?  How do they 

feel as you say them? Do they seem to fit their meaning? Make a few sentences mixing 

English and Japanese and say them aloud till they feel comfortable. Turn them into a poem, 

a chant or just a very, very short story. 

8 Design a mon for the flag in your sashimono. It can either be for you and show things 

important to you and your family, or it can be a class mon, featuring the highlights of your 

school.  

9 The influence on culture and fashion has by no means been one way. Japanese art, 

architecture and design has been an enormous stimulus to the arts in Europe. From Van 

Gogh, Monet in the 19th century till those you are familiar with today - the films, games and 

comic books of Anime, Manga and Disney all owe their style and atmosphere to the work 

of Japanese artists like Hokusai and the Nō drama.  

Use the journey on the cabinet doors as a background, and tell your own story – in a 

comic strip, a game, a film scenario, or simply as a story. Look at the armour, the print of 

the Nō actor, Jo and Uba on their saké cup and any other characters or animals you saw at 

the gallery, perhaps including the idea of the ‘bald’ armourer. These would all make an 

interesting and exciting cast for your scenario.  

 

We hope you enjoy your visit to the Queen’s Gallery and that it will leave you wanting to 

find out more about Japanese culture and above all wanting to make your own art and 

writing. Whatever you create, please feel free to share it with the Royal Collection Trust 

Learning Department, we would love to see them. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

VOCABULARY 

 
 

Meiji The Meiji period covers the period in the mid 19th century 

when the Emperor Meiji was restored to the Imperial throne, 

and Japan was re-opened to the west. 

 

Screen  

Kari                                  Geese 

Crane                               Tsuru 

Peony                              Botan 

Cherry Blossom              Sakura no hana 

Chrysanthemum            Kiku 

  

 

Shigeyama, Kyo-gen Actor in ‘San-Ba-So-‘ 

 

Nō theatre Highly dramatic and formalised form of dance drama originating in the 14th 

century.  

Shin-hanga Early 20th century art movement harking back to a more traditional  style of 

Japanese culture. 

Ukiyo-e The genre of Japanese art that flourished from the 17th to the 19th century, 

from which Shin-hanga was derived. Woodcut prints and paintings were 

produced of popular actors and sumo wrestlers and scenes from history and 

folk stories.  

 

 

Pastille burners  

 

Jūnishi  The twelve signs of the Japanese zodiac, borrowed from the Chinese 

calendar. One animal is allocated to every year 

Kame Tortoises  

Minogame The name of a specific mythological tortoise 
Netsuke A miniature sculpture originating in 17th century Japan. At first simply a 

button fastener on the cords of a special box, but later developed into finely 

carved objects depicting animals or humans. 

Reishi Fungi 

Usagi Rabbits or hares 

 

 

Cabinet 

Aki no nankusa Seven grasses of autumn 

Kanraigetsu The Month of the Geese’s Return – signalling the beginning of winter 

 

 

Cup for sake 

Sakazuki  Cup for sake 

Takamakie Lacquer in high relief 

Takasago The place of Jō’s pine tree, visited by Uba  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Armour 

Dōmura  Body-wrapped 

Fukikaeshi  Helmets – ‘turn-backs’ 

Haidate  Limb protector 

Hineno shikoro  Tightly fitting neck protector 

Hineno Oribe-no-Kami Hineno Oribe ‘no hair’ 

Kusazuri  Hanging Tassets 

Momonari  Peach shaped helmet 

Mon  Family crest 

Roku-gusoku  Plate armour 

Samurai  Hereditary military nobility and officers 

Sashimono  Banner 

Shōgun   Military leader 

Sode  Shoulder protectors 

Tōsei gusoku  ‘Armour of the times’ 

         



 

 

 


